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"Understand" and "comprehend" 

Speech act theory (Austin, Searle) 

How does one know if a speech act has been successful?

Discourse analysis (e.g. Deborah Tannen: "Why men 
and women cannot understand each other")

Intercultural Communicative Competence: Can one put 
oneself into another speaker‘s shoes, if she or he belongs 
to a different culture? (change of perspective)

Understanding fiction: Response theory (Wolfgang Iser
1965): meaning = a result of the interaction between text 
and reader. 

General question in task design: How can 
understanding (a process in the mind) be made "visible", 
i.e. be operationalised? 

Listening process: not linear and passive, but active: 

You can finish the sentence I am just uttering 
although you do not know ... 

i.e. anticipating utterances / hypothesizing 

Processes and StrategiesProcesses and StrategiesProcesses and StrategiesProcesses and Strategies

bottom-up process: from  
detail to detail – word to 
word, in order to 
‚assemble‘ meaning from 
details) 
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top-down = looking for 
gist, anticipating what 
might follow, checking this  
against  details – if 
hypotheses are 
confirmed, attention can 
be focussed on the next 
chunk (easier for short 
term processing memory)

Listening process Listening process Listening process Listening process 

Bottom-up processes

make use of 

• linguistic knowledge and skills

• ability to process acoustic signals to make sense of sounds

• the ability to impose structure on the signals

• clues to infer meaning from the developing speech
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Listening processListening processListening processListening process

Top-down processes

make use of prior knowledge, i.e. 

• world knowledge

• specific knowledge (historical, political etc.)

• contextual clues

• schematic knowledge (e.g. formal schemata of speech events)

Listening Strategies Listening Strategies Listening Strategies Listening Strategies 

You need not understand every word; the aim determines the 
listening strategy: listening for information, entertainment etc. 

General listening strategies: 

• selective

• global 

• detailed 

The communicative task also influences the choice of a 
strategy; e.g.: 

weather report = 'selective' 

movie / TV feature = 'global' 

lecture = detailed

General: tasks should make processes & strategies "visible"

(A) closed tasks 

(1) non-verbal (e.g. drawing way on a map, matching text 
an pictures, Total Physical Response etc.) 

(2) verbal (e.g. true/false items, multiple choice items) 

(B) open tasks (e.g. summary, note taking, ...) 

Types of tasksTypes of tasksTypes of tasksTypes of tasks

Important concept: 

cognitive depth

Yesterday I saw the palgish flester gollining
begrunt the bruck. He seemed very chanderbil, 
so I did not jorter him, just deapled to him 
quistly. Perhaps later he will besand cander, 

and I will be able to rangel to him. 

1.  What was the flester doing, and where?

2.  What sort of a flester was he?

3.  Why did the writer decide not to jorter him?

4.  How did she deaple?

5.  What did she hope would happen later?

Yesterday I saw the new patient hurrying 
along the corridor. He seemed very upset, so I 
did not follow him, just called to him gently. 

Perhaps later he will feel better, and I will be 
able to talk to him.

1.  What is the problem described here?
2.  Is this event taking place indoors or outside?
3.  Did the writer try to get near the patient?
4.  What do you think she said when she called to him?
5.  What might the job of the writer be?
6.  Why do you think she wants to talk to the patient?

from Penny Ur: Teaching Listening Comprehension. 1984
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Listening tasks  / "cognitive depth"

� Interpreting meaning between the lines / implications  

� Summarising texts (for mediation) / listening for gist 

� Finding an ending to a story / hypothesis based on gist 

� Finding headlines or match headlines to paragraphs or texts

� Answering questions / responding to recorded messages 

� Choosing between pre-formulated answers (true / false –

MC items) - standard task 

� Drawing according to instructions 

� Matching texts and pictures / Selecting pictures or graphs 

� Identifying time / place / speaker /  text type / numbers / ...

cognitive depth:

Sometimes you can answer questions about a text 
without having understood it at all; 

sometimes „searching the surface“ + some grammar 
is enough.

Steps in writing tasks

(1) Identify the main points in the text, i.e. units of
meaning. 

(2) Decide what type of "strategy" is normally
used for decoding this type of text and which
"processes" are involved. 

(3) If understanding details is aimed at, make
sure that your questions cover the main points

and are distributed evenly over the text.

(4) If global understanding is aimed at, find items

which do NOT focus on details! 

Task difficulty depends (among other factors) on

• the general test conditions (good media!)

• an understandable und unambiguous instruction

• the type of task / item 

• the relation between text & task: communicative task?

• text & task length and memory span

• the type of cognitive / mental activity 

• the time limit in the test 

In testing listening comprehension, 

there is no difficult text – there are only difficult tasks!

Gert Solmecke


